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WATKINS SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED TO 31 UM STUDENTS
MISSOULA-
Ihirty-one University of Montana students have been awarded $1,000 Watkins 
scholarships for the 1982-83 school year.
Each student has submitted a research proposal and will use the scholarship 
to perform the research and write a thesis during the next year.
The Watkins Scholarship is a competitive, honorary scholarship for seniors 
in the College of Arts and Sciences, awarded on the basis of academic achievement 
and the merit of the proposed research project.
Montana Recipients, listed by hometowns, and the topics of their research 
projects are:
BAKER--Brian Shepherd, "The generation and chemical properties of 4,5:8,9-- 
Dibenzocylonona-1,2,4,6,8 Pentaene." BILLINGS--Wi11iam Eleson, "Explanation 
which elicits action." CORVALLIS--James R. Brownell, "The surfical geology of 
the southern Bitterroot Valley."
GREAT FALLS--Jeannie Collins, "The dying child." HELENA--Laurie Collett,
"An attempt to relieve math-anxiety in college students using the computer lan­
guage, LOGO"; Michael Garrity, "The Irish in Helena during the early 20th century." 
KALISPELL--Lisa Crone, "The reunification of Taiwan and mainland China."
LAUREL--Shareen Hagan, "Recent anglicism in French." MISSOULA--Elizabeth 
Graff Ametsbichler, "Munich, Germany, during 1890-1914 with an emphasis on 
Frank Wedekind"; Diane Bestwick, "The pressure effects of absorbtion spectrum"; Peggy 
Betzholtz, "A study of the cathedral at Chartres"; Duncan Chambers, "An analysis 
of sex bias in choosing leaders and assistants."
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MISSOULA--(cont)--Shellie Kelley, "A study relating students' secondary 
mathematical experiences to university level preparedness"; Shelley Nelson, "Critical 
self-analysis of the Viennese in literature; Susan Roedl, "An analysis of the 
histiography of World War I"; Martin Studer, "An analysis of the initiative pro­
cess in Montana"; Annette Trinity, "A comparison of the works of two British 
novelists, Jane Austen and Margaret Drabble."
POWER--Matthew Burbank, "An analysis of the current difficulties within 
the British Labor Party." RONAN— Kyme McGraw, "An analysis of the effects that 
sex-role characteristics have on a jury's perception of the credibility of 
female attorneys." SEELEY LAKE--Darla Heil, "A study of the depositional envi­
ronments and thickness variations of the St. Regis red and green argillites."
VICTOR--Mary Gauer, "A study of the time periods and spatial distributions 
of archeological sites in Montana." WHITEFISH--Joanne DePue, "A study of Tom Wolfe.
Out-of-state recipients and their projects listed by their home states are:
CALIFOKNIA--SAN DIEGO: Mary Logan, "A critical analysis of child custody."
IDAH0--C0EUR D'ALENE: trie Anderson, "An overview of the hospice program and a
cross-cultural evaluation of how people deal with dying."
MASSACHUSETTS--NEEDHAM: Mark Cunnane, "A study of the Belt supergroup in 
the St. Regis"; SPRINGFIELD: R. Lee Kress, "A study of George Eliot's narrative 
voice." MICHIGAN--GARDEN CITY: John Edgerton, "A study of the Nuremberg war
crime trials." MINNESOTA--BURNSVILLE: David McGee, "A study of the Bonner
formation"; ROSEVILLE: Dana Hays, "A study of the problems of classical liberal­
ism and their implications."
NEW Y0RK--T0NAWANDA: Joseph Chase, "The characteristic of old age in Homer,
focusing on the Iliad." NORTH DAKOTA--WILLISTON: George Goodman, "A test of the
DECSYSTEM 20 BASIC and FORTRAN random number generators at UM."
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